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Vin Diesel
indulges his
love of
fantasy
stories in
The Last
Witch
Hunter.
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Game on for Diesel
A movie tapping a
long obsession
with fantasy
game Dungeons
& Dragons came
along at the right
time for a grieving
Vin Diesel, writes
Tiffany Bakker
Vin Diesel is 48. Not that you’d
know it. There’s something sort
of childlike about the action
movie star, which immediately
explains why his Last Witch
Hunter co-star Rose Leslie
describes him as “one big
teddy-bear”.
“Prior to meeting him, I was
thinking, OK, this will possibly
be quite intimidating, because
he has that deep, deep voice,”
says Leslie. “And then you meet
him, and he’s just so warm and
cuddly. And he’s also very
encouraging and welcoming.
I don’t know why, but I didn’t
expect him to be like that.
I was quite shocked!”
Indeed, Diesel — who might
just be one of the most popular
action stars on the planet right
now — is not at all like his onscreen persona might suggest.
He gets teary often (usually
when talking about his late
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friend, Paul Walker, or his kids)
and he’s incredibly softly
spoken (even though that
deep, resonating voice lurks
just below the surface).
It all makes sense, then,
when he tells you that his latest
role as an 800-year-old witch
hunter, Kaulder, in The Last
Witch Hunter was born out of
a lifelong obsession with games
— and in particular, the roleplaying game Dungeons &
Dragons. (To get a better
understanding of Diesel’s
obsession with the game, he
wrote the foreword to a book
marking its 30th anniversary.)
Indeed, the seeds for the idea
behind The Last Witch Hunter
were planted 10 years ago
when Diesel bonded with
writer Cory Goodman over
said love of Dungeons &
Dragons. (The favourite
character Diesel played was
called Melkor, coincidentally
an elvish witch hunter.)
“We geeked out on it,” laughs
Diesel. “I thought, wouldn’t this
be fun to play an immortal, and
be in that world of magic?”
A script was written, and
then promptly tossed into the
black hole that is Hollywood
development hell. In the
interim, other films got in
the way for Diesel (a litany
of The Fast and The Furious
films, anyone?), before the
project raised its head again.
Once the film was green-lit,
Diesel reckons that casting
(he also serves as the film’s
producer) was easy.
“In producing this fantasy

film, it was important to
surround Kaulder with
characters that imply fantasy,
or characters that are readily
acceptable in that world,”
he says.
Cue then Leslie (Game Of
Thrones), Elijah Wood (The
Lord Of the Rings) and Michael
Caine (“we’ve been friends for
12 years”), and the star had his
dream cast.
“I remember somebody
saying, take Alfred from
Batman, take Ygritte from
Game Of Thrones, take Frodo,
and throw Riddick in there
and look what you’ve got.”
There were other reasons
for getting involved, too. In the
wake of his great friend (and
Furious co-star) Paul Walker’s
death in November 2013, Diesel
had planned to take a year off,
but felt drawn to the Witch
Hunter story.
“I’d been looking for a long

dealing with loss, because I felt
this horrible weight of a loss
that I’m still not over. It’s a very
lonely place to be,” he says.
“For this person to be so
formidable, and seemingly
gifted, with immortality, but
this man, this superhero figure,
is alone. And in a way I felt like
that at that time. It mirrored, in
many ways, what I was going
through in my personal life.”
Diesel doesn’t like to
mention Walker’s death
specifically. Instead, he refers
to it as “the tragedy”.
“I definitely haven’t
recovered. It’s heavy, and it’s
horrible,” he says tearing up,
and not for the first time during
the interview. “I cry all the time,
but I try to never cry in front of
my kids. Anyone who has kids
and goes through some tragedy
never wants their kids to see
them cry. You want to protect
them from that, and that’s

“I’d been looking for a long time for
something in the fantasy world, and this
came at the right time”
VIN DIESEL ON MAGICAL TIMING

time for something in the
fantasy world, and this came at
the right time. The complexity
of the character came at the
right time,” he says.
“There was something
cathartic and something
poignant about playing a
character that was forever

something that everyone can
identify with, but then
compound that with grieving in
public, and that’s really tough.”
Diesel says Walker’s death
has “weakened” him. “The
things we go through in life
invariably make us stronger, but
I don’t know if loss really does

make you stronger. Loss can
take something out of you
that you can never get back.”
Work, though, has helped.
The success of the
unexpectedly brilliant
Guardians Of the Galaxy buoyed
him. (Diesel played the talking
tree, Groot, a role, which his
then three-year-old son picked
out for him via a Marvel
concept art book. “I was like,
‘How the f--- am I going to
play a tree?’”)
Thankfully, there’s more
Groot on the way.
“Groot will be back!” yelps
Diesel. “We are going to do
another one. [Director] James
Gunn came to my son’s fifth
birthday, and so we got to talk
about the project, and I’m
down with it. It’s something
I look forward to.”
There’s also talk he might
play Black Bolt in another
Marvel flick, Inhumans.
“If it happens, it happens,”
he says. “I’m waiting for them
to show me something.”
If it doesn’t happen, he’s in
no rush.
“I don’t make a lot of movies.
I have friends who say to me,
‘You should be making three
movies a year!’ I’m like, um, no,”
he smiles. “Movies are very
sacred to me. I make movies
with my heart, and I think the
fans appreciate that. It has to
be important, and it has to
be meaningful, otherwise
why do it?”
SEE THE LAST WITCH HUNTER
OPENS TODAY
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